**DW LOW PRO CARRYING BAG**

**INSTRUCTIONS FOR PACKING UP YOUR LOW PRO KIT**

Your new DW Low Pro Carring Bag is designed to carry either a DW 3-Piece or 4-Piece Low Pro Drum Kit.

Before packing your Low Pro Drum Kit into the Carrying Bag for the first time, we recommend that you set up the kit, and make sure all the memory locks are set in your preferred position. This will help make future set-ups faster and easier.

To ensure that all the pieces of your Low Pro Kit fit into the Carrying Bag, we recommend that you follow the guidelines and instructions included. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee that the entire kit will fit into the bag.

**BEFORE USING YOUR LOW PRO CARRYING BAG:**

A. To fit the Double Pedal Floor Tom Leg into the Carrying Bag, collapse the leg to its shortest length.

B. To help fit the Low Pro Bass Drum into the Carrying Bag, remove the top tube from the integrated Tom Stand. (STEP 8 SHOWN LEFT)

C. When you fold up the Tom Stand legs, make sure the entire leg assembly is nested within the Bass Drum shell. (STEP 8 SHOWN RIGHT)

D. Note that the Tom Stand is designed to remain permanently integrated with the Bass Drum shell. Never attempt to disassemble the Tom Stand from the Bass Drum.

E. Disconnect both L-arms from the drum kit.

F. When you unzip the outer flap of the Low Pro Carrying Bag, note that the inner lining of the bag is held in place by a second zipper on the inside. Never attempt to unzip this inner zipper, nor remove the inner lining from the bag.

G. When stacking the Low Pro Drums to fit them into the Carrying Bag (packing instructions on the right), we recommend that you place a towel or other soft material between the drums to protect them from damage during transit.

H. FOR 4-PIECE KITS ONLY - To fit the Low Pro Snare Stand into the Carrying Bag, fold in the snare basket arms, and tilt the basket assembly to its vertical position. Then, remove the top tube/basket assembly from the stand, and fold up the stand legs completely. (STEP 12 SHOWN RIGHT)

**PACKING INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. **STEP 1**
   - If you have a 3-piece Low Pro Kit, simply slide the Low Pro Bass Drum into the large compartment of the Carrying Bag, and then skip to step 9 below.

2. **STEP 2**
   - If you have a 4-piece Low Pro Kit, start here. Place the Low Pro Bass Drum, batter side up, on any clean, flat surface.

3. **STEP 3**
   - Place the Low Pro Snare Drum, batter side down, on top of the Bass Drum head. (STEP 3 SHOWN LEFT)

4. **STEP 4**
   - Keeping the Bass Drum and Snare Drum stacked together, with their batter sides touching, slide the two drums into the large compartment of the Low Pro Carrying Bag. Position the Bass Drum towards the outside of the bag, and the Snare Drum towards the inside of the bag. (STEP 4 SHOWN RIGHT)

5. **STEP 5**
   - Place the Low Pro Floor Tom, batter side down, on any clean, flat surface.

6. **STEP 6**
   - Nest the Low Pro Rack Tom inside the Floor Tom, also with the batter side down. (STEP 6 SHOWN LEFT)

7. **STEP 7**
   - Reach into the medium compartment of the Carrying Bag with one hand, and hold up the inside flap. (STEP 7 SHOWN LEFT)

8. **STEP 8**
   - Keeping the Toms stacked together, slide them both into the medium compartment of the bag, and then close the flap on top of them. (STEP 8 SHOWN BELOW). You can use the space above the flap to store a bass drum pedal, and/or other small items.

9. **STEP 9**
   - Place the Low Pro hardware pieces vertically into the small compartment of the Carrying Bag.

10. **STEP 10**
    - Zip the outer flap closed. You can now extend the luggage handle on the back of the Carrying Bag, and roll it away. (STEP 9 SHOWN RIGHT)
At Drum Workshop, The Drummer’s Choice® is more than a slogan, it’s a fact. After more than four decades of innovation and tireless dedication to improving the way drum products are made, DW drums, pedals and hardware are the standard by which all others are measured. To get here, it takes more than a working knowledge of the instrument or a few good ideas; it takes a true passion for designing and manufacturing the very best.